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Key Points
 Bushveld Minerals is developing a world-class vanadium platform based
around the Vametco processing plant in the Bushveld region of South Africa.
 The combination of the existing Vametco mine and processing plant with new
licenses to the north east will enable Vametco to confidently expand
production.
 Increasing production should not only raise sales but should also cut unit costs
while addition of a new product line may also enable additional margin
benefits.

Price Chart

BMN LN (LHS)

BUY
TP 11.6p

 The company also own Lemur Resources, a thermal coal and Power Project in
Madagascar and Greenhills Resources which holds two tin projects.

Summary
Bushveld Minerals has been looking to start vanadium production for some years.
The team have expertise in vanadium and have complimentary assets for expansion.
The plan is simple and should be highly rewarding, to combine these assets to raise
production of vanadium to meet rising prices and rising demand.
A PFS on the Mokopane vanadium project demonstrates the basic economics of
developing a new vanadium project from scratch so the addition of the Vametco
assets for less than a 1/10th of the cost of building a new project is great start for the
team.
For Bushveld it’s a dream scenario negotiated at the bottom of the market. For Evraz,
Vametco was a minor plant which could easily be cast adrift with a US$16.5m price
tag looking a lot better in roubles. For Bushveld, Vametco is a major opportunity to
save >$200m in capital costs and four-five years on the road to of development.
Bushveld’s acquisition of Vametco is transformational for the company adding cash
flows, profits and the potential for dividend distribution depending on vanadium
prices.
The deal is immediately earnings accretive assuming vanadium prices remain at new
levels. If vanadium prices continue to rise Vametco will not only be a cash cow, it
could be a cash elephant.
Vametco plant assuming
100%
Price V2O5
Vanadium flake price
Vanadium sales
Sales
Operating costs
Operating costs
Operating profit
Pre-tax profit
tax inc royalty
Post-tax profit
EPS
PE
EV/EBITDA

$/lb
US$/kg
kg
US$m
US$m
US$/kg
US$m
US$m
US$m
US$m
US$c/s
x
x

2017
5.46
25.25
2,757
66.13
56.52
20.50
9.62
7.79
3.62
4.17
0.54
18.5
57

2018
5.46
25.25
2,757
66.13
57.14
20.73
8.99
8.60
3.44
5.16
0.66
15.0
57

2019
5.46
25.25
3,342
80.17
65.14
19.49
15.03
14.64
6.45
8.19
1.05
9.4
51

2020
5.46
25.25
3,342
80.17
65.95
19.73
14.23
13.84
7.03
6.81
0.88
11.3
51

2021
5.46
25.25
3,342
80.17
65.95
19.73
14.23
13.84
7.03
6.81
0.88
11.3
51

Figures based on 100% of Vametco plant
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Vametco
Bushveld Vametco has acquired Evraz’s 78.8% economic interest in US-based Strategic Minerals
Corporation ‘SMC’. SMC holds 75% of Vametco Alloys which in turn runs the Vametco vanadium
mine and process plant 8km northeast of Brits in the North West Province of South Africa.
The operation contains an ore reserve of 27mt at an average grade of 2.55% vanadium
pentoxide in magnetite giving the mine a 24 year operating life at current production rates. The
restated JORC mineral resource is estimated to contain 139mt grading 2.1% “with scope to
increase the reserve base by targeted exploration of the inferred resources”.
The existing process plant has scope “to expand production capacity from 2,750t to 3,340t of
Vanadium contained in V2O5 per year through targeted de-bottlenecking interventions at
limited capital expenditure.” The idea is to raise throughput to lower unit costs.
The mine and plant is one of the cheapest primary producers of vanadium in the world with allin cash cost of production was US$17.33/ kg of Vanadium.
The combination of Bushveld’s new licenses to the north east acquired by Bushveld through
Sable Alloys has an estimated similar resource size potential and means the company should
continue to mine low cost weathered ore for many years to come and ensure the operations
remain at the lower end of the vanadium cost curve. There are no settlements to the north
and to the west meaning there should be no resettlement costs or issues.
The first 30m is easy-to-mine soft, weathered material with a particularly low strip ratio
enabling low cost crushing using less energy and allowing greater throughput. The longer the
mine can work this type of material the better. The Vametco mine has a 3.5km long strike and
a new order mining right for 25 years. There are pockets of good grade within the vanadium
complex which enables the mine manager to lower costs when needed through picking out
higher grade ores. A pothole in the deposit has concentrated grades to make this one of the
better-grade area within the pit.
SMC acquisition; Bushveld has paid US$16.5m for SMC but are saving




Mokopane BFS costs US$7.7m
Capex of US$298m
Related advisory costs US$1.0m

Critically the company has saved a minimum of three years on feasibility, financing and
construction with the added benefit of taking on the Vametco plant at a time of rising vanadium
prices and with a fully committed management and operating team.
Russian companies like Norilsk and Evraz have been seen selling interests in South Africa and
the region to return to their core business in Russia. This has mainly been driven by a worsening
of their overall financial position and a much weaker Russian Rouble as well as some specific
factors affecting the assets they held. For Evraz, problems associated with the sale of Highveld
and subsequent liquidation of the company means all they have left in South Africa was
Vametco which was too small to justify the attention required to run a business in South Africa.
Deal financing: Bushveld's financing package leverages cash flows associated with the Sales
and Marketing activities, trade finance as well as balance sheet restructuring and a bridge loan.
The $16.5m consideration was comprised of:





Exclusivity fee cash payment to Evraz of $1.6m;
Bridge loan facility from The Barak Fund SPC Ltd of $11.0m;
Funding facility covered by the Financing and Sales and Marketing Agreement with
Wogen Resources Ltd for $3.0m;
Cash contribution from Bushveld Minerals and Yellow Dragon Holdings Ltd* for $0.8m.

*Yellow Dragon Holdings Limited is BMN’s partner in the acquisition of SML4
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Valuation
Vametco model assumptions
The resource: Our model assumes ore production continues at 1.3mtpa through 2017 and
2018 and then at 1.5mtpa from 2019. We have modelled the mine out for 15 years though
it is likely to continue operating significantly beyond this time. The current 28.58mt reserve
grades 1.41% V2O2 and should last till 2035 though the much larger 289mt resource
suggests the mine could continue for longer depending on the changing economics of the
day.
Brits project: The Brits project was from Sable Alloys last year. It has an estimated similar
resource size potential and means the company should continue to mine low cost
weathered ore for many years to come. There are no settlements to the north and to the
west meaning there should be no resettlement costs or issues.
The mine: the mine is targeting 1.3mtpa rising to 1.5mtpa ore production to produce some
5,000-6,000tpa of V2O5 flake using the ‘Salt Roast’ process which is the vanadium industry
standard for processing titano-magnetite ores.
Strip ratio: We assume a 1.5:1 waste to ore ratio initially followed by a 2:1 strip from there
on. The relatively long strike length and the presence of further at-surface and near-surface
ores in adjoining licenses suggests to us that the strip ratio should remain relatively low.
Grade: We assume a consistent grade of 1.48% and that this will be achieved through
ongoing blending of higher grade ores in key parts of the mine with lower grade material
elsewhere.
Mining costs are assumed to be ZAR33/t. We do not assume any cost benefits to moving
more tonnes though there may be some efficiencies to be gained going forward.
Vanadium ore at Vametco mine

Source: SP Angel

Processing costs assumed to start at ZAR380/t falling to ZAR340/t on increasing throughput.
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Process recovery rates are assumed to be relatively consistent as the plant has been
working for many years using the well proven salt roast process. Some adjustment to the
product line is envisaged with potential for sales of value added products with
advantageous processing costs.
Pricing: we assume the current mid-range price of vanadium of $5.46/lb of V2O5 which
equates to around $25.25 for Ferro-Vanadium ‘FeV’. We also assume Vametco receives a
discount to the price quoted in the market and also pays for marketing of its material.
Bushveld used an assumed price of US$7.50/lb (US$16.53/kg) for V2O2 flakes at >98%
purity in its 2016 PFS. While we are not using this price on our valuation we can see
potential for vanadium prices to rise to this level.
Admin and logistic costs are assumed to be consistent while sales commissions and royalty
rates are variable. The royalty rate on vanadium increases from 1.4% to 3.8% over the next
few years though this is still lower than sales commissions.
Depreciation: The good news for Bushveld is that the enormous cost of the plant is fully
depreciated with very little in the way of sustaining capital and therefore depreciation to
bear. We assume just $3.9m of sustaining capital for the operation including work on the
tailings impoundment.
Currency: we assume a stable ZAR13.5 / US dollar and have not modelled any inflation or
devaluation. While mining operations in South Africa generally benefit from currency
depreciation much of this is frequently offset by local inflation and it is not easy to guess
the timing of currency devaluation so we have not tried to model it in this case.
NPV valuation: If we were to use the PFS assumed price of US$7.5/lb for V2O5 and its
implied FeV price then we see a $244m NPV at a 12% discount rate on our more
conservative and cautious model for the Vametco operations.
Total valuation
We value Bushveld on the sum of its parts with the main value driver being derived from
our cash flow model of Bushveld Vametco production which we like to believe we have
conservatively valued. This accounts for two thirds of our valuation. We have also added
value for the Uis Tin, Mokopane Tin and P-Q Iron and Titanium projects. These projects
each have significant upside though we have applied a hefty discount to each to allow for
future development in our valuation.
For Uis we have simply taken the $3m price paid for the tin, lithium tailings paid by Tawana
and reduced it by the 49% of Uis held by Bushveld’s Greenbushes subsidiary.
For the P-Q Iron & Titanium Project, we have taken the market capitalisation of Ironveld
Minerals which has a similar but better grade deposit in the Bushveld region of South Africa.
We applied a significant discount to this pending further developments on the project.
For the Mokopane tin project we have taken the post-tax NPV value and discounted this to
a lower level.
Our valuation comes to 11.6 pence per share with significant room for upside potential.
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NPV sensitivity analysis
Vametco assets only (100% basis)
Our NPV and IRR estimate valuations for the Bushveld Vametco business are highly sensitive to
ferro-vanadium prices and less so to plant operating costs. Fortunately for Vametco, demand
and prices appear to be rising and supportive of greater value creation going forward.
The chart below shows the sensitivity of our NPV estimate values against changes in vanadium
prices. The graph highlights the valuation sensitivity to relatively small changes in the FerroVanadium price. It also highlights the very significant gains to be made through relatively
modest price increases as well as the potential for losses if prices fall by more than 15-20%.

Vametco sensitivity table NPV
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The chart below shows the relationship between operating costs and our NPV estimate values.
Reducing process plant costs by 25% results in a $26m or 31% increase in value.

Vametco sensitivity table
NPV on % change in costs
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IRR sensitivity analysis
The chart below is shows the change in the Internal Rate of Return ‘IRR’ on changes in vanadium
price. Our forecast IRR of 61% looks good at current price levels and rises massively to 128%
on a 20% increase in FeV prices. Interestingly the project retains a positive IRR even if prices
fall by 20%.

Vametco IRR sensitivity for changes in FeV price
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Black Economic Empowerment ‘BEE’
Bushveld has introduced a new BEE partner into the Bushveld Vametco assets.
Jaxson 640, a qualifying BEE company has agreed to acquire an effective 21.2% stake in
Vametco from its previous BEE partner for ZAR47m ($3.6m). The deal values the business at
ZAR221.7 (US$17m).
Jaxson 640 is led by Bill Chipane who is well known to Bushveld Minerals and who has been a
consultant to the group for some time. Chipane knows the project well and is seen as a
supportive and good quality partner for the business.
The introduction of a BEE partner of Bushveld’s choice should help ensure alignment among
the shareholders in the management of Vametco. Other shareholders should gain confidence
in a structure which both manages the BEE requirements and supports the company on a longer
term basis.
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Peer Group table
Selected public peers in the vanadium space
Co m p an y
Bushveld Minerals

P r o j ec t
Vametco Mine

R eso u r c e/R eser v e
NA

Brits Vanadium

Mokopane

No declared resource
as yet but a
continuation of the
Vametco orebody
JORC (2016)

Largo Resources

Maracas

NI43-101 (2016)

Syrah Resources**

Balama

TNG Ltd***

R eso u r c es*,
mt
138.6

V2 O5
2.10%

R eser v es
26.8

Op er at in g
V2 O5 c o st s, $ /lb
2.55%
3.6

Th r o u gh p u t ,
mtpa
1.3

P r o d u c t io n
5.0kt V2O5

P r o c ess
Salt roasting for
production of
Nnitrovan and MVO

L o c at io n
Western Limb, Bushveld
Complex, South Africa

St at u s Tic k er P r ic e
In production BMN LN
7.0

Mk t Cap ,
$ m EV, $ m
61
64

Western Limb, Bushveld
Complex, South Africa

297

0.68%

28.5

1.41%

3.3

1.0

55

0.96%

18.4

1.17%

3.9

1.1

JORC (2013)

1,150

0.23%

3.3

1.5

Mount Peake

JORC (2013)

159

0.28%

Ironveld

Project

JORC (2013)

56

1.12%

VanadiumCorp

Lac Dore

NI43-101 (2015)

99

0.43%

Gossan Resources

Pipestone Lake

Non-JORC (1998)

307

0.22%

41.1

0.42%

9.5kt V2O5

Leaching, AMV Northern Limb, Bushveld
precipitation for V2O5
Complex, South Africa
9.6kt V2O5
Leaching, AMV
Brazil
precipitation for V2O5
5.0kt V2O5

Leaching, AMV
precipitation for V2O5

5.50 20kt V2O5 (99.1% V Tivan),
268kt TiO2, 740kt Pig Iron

Hydrometallrugical
solvent extraction

0.7

42kt HPI (99.5% Fe), 0.4kt
V (slag), 8.3kt Ti (slag)
7.3kt V2O5
NA

In production LGO CN

0.5

162

362

Graphite circuit in SYR AU
construction (57%
completion as of Dec/16).
Northern Territory, FS, Off takes signed, Funding TNG AU
Australia
in progress

2.7

555

311

0.2

93

85

3.9

18

24

0.1

9

8

0.1

2

2

Mozambique

Smelting (15MW) Northern Limb, Bushveld
Complex, South Africa
NA
Quebec, Canada
NA

PFS

Manitoba, Canada

Funding in progress IRON LN
Exploration stage (Inferred VRB CN
resource)
Dormant GSS CN

* Reso urces including Reserves
** Stage II thro ughput and pro ductio n rates used
*** Data is fro m the 2014 Sco ping Study. B alama develo pment fo cus is o n graphite pro ductio n with vanadium to be sent to the tailings (V circuit in the pro ject stage).

.

So urce: Co mpany

*Yellow Dragon Holdings Limited is BMN’s partner in the acquisition of SML9
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The original Mokopane plan Pre Feasibility Study ‘PFS’
Bushveld has replaced the original Mokopane construction project with its deal to buy
Bushveld Vametco which is already in production, though is currently half the size of
Bushveld’s original project.
The Mokopane Study was predicated on a 5,000tpa of vanadium content as shown below,
while Vametco’s current production is currently running at around 2,800tpa of vanadium.
Production is expected to rise with some de-bottlenecking to rise to around 3,300tpa and
then further to 5,000tpa to, conveniently, equal the production envisaged in the original
plan.
The figures below do not apply directly to the new Vametco operations but they are an
interesting guide as to the economics of building a new project from scratch and highlight
many of the advantages of buying into an existing operation.
The following table is from the Mokopane PFS summarises the Project parameters:
Bushveld Vanadium Project - Salt Roast 1 Mtpa RoM Scenario
Item

Value

Unit

Production
Mineral Resource

Mt

300

Ore Reserve

Mt

28

Life of Mine

Years

30

V2O5 Production
Macroeconomics

tpa

9,525

US$ /kg V2O5

16.53

US$ /lb V2O5

7.50

V2O5 price
Long Term Exchange Rate
Project Economics
Capital Costs
Initial capital
Sustaining capital

Operating Costs

12.75

ZAR/US$

LoM US$ real

298
121

% p.a. (of initial capital
expenditure)

1.3

LOM US$ million real

2,133

US$ /t V2O5 flakes

7,222

US$ /lb V2O5 flakes

3.28

US$ million real

Gross Revenue

LoM US$ million real

4,720

Royalty

LoM US$ million real

96.86

Net Revenue

LoM US$ million real

4,623

Unleveraged Cash flow

LoM US$ million real

1,476

%

52.59

EBITDA Margin (Avg p.a. steady state after royalties)

86.2

LoM US$ million real

Pre Tax

Post-Tax

NPV @ 7% real

US$ million

587.2

377.3

NPV @ 9% real

US$ million

418.0

259.3

IRR real

%

24.8

20.4

Effective Equity return (assuming 50% Debt : Equity ratio)
Payback from commencement of production ramp up

%

45.60

36.70
4

*Yellow Dragon Holdings Limited is BMN’s partner in the acquisition of SML10
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A capex of US$298.1m was estimated for the original Mokopane project yielding an NPV of
US418m and a pre-tax IRR of 24.8%. The model below assumed a long term exchange rate
of 12.75/USD. A 10% weaker Zar14.03/USD increases the real NPV to US$463.7m.
Bushveld Minerals owns an effective 64% of the Mokopane Project through its wholly
owned subsidiary Bushveld Resources Limited for an area comprising six farms covering an
area of 10,073 hectares.
Bushveld used an assumed price of US$7.50/lb (US$16.53/kg) for V2O2 flakes at >98%
purity in its 2016 PFS.
The Vametco resource is set at 28.58mt reserve grading 1.41% V2O2 which should support a
30 year mine life. The mine is targeting a 1.3mtpa rising to 1.5mtpa ore production to produce
some 5,000-6,000tpa of V2O5 flake using the ‘Salt Roast’ process which is the vanadium
industry standard for processing titano-magnetite ores.
Location
The Mokopane project is located within the Prospecting Right LP95PR, issued in accordance
with the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act of 2002 (MPRDA), in the
Mokopane District, approximately 65 km west of Polokwane and 45 km northwest of
Mokopane in the Mokopane District, Limpopo Province, Republic of South Africa.
There are five areas of higher grade vanadium in the Bushveld complex in South Africa:
Mokopane 1.41% V2O2, Britz (Theiss) – at 1.7% grade is the best, Steelport, Mapox (Highvelt),
IronVelt are around 100km to the north.
Integrated Environmental Authorisation ‘IEA’
Bushveld gained an ‘IEA’ Integrated Environmental Authorisation for its Mokopane vanadium
project last September and is moving on to approval of the mine works programme, social and
labour plans as part of its vanadium development strategy.
Management are also working with the IDC ‘Industrial Development Corporation’ of South
Africa on various initiatives within South Africa for the eventual development of the market for
vanadium through the construction of vanadium redox batteries.
Vanadium Redox Flow Battery joint venture
Bushveld Energy Limited (84% owned subsidiary) is focussing on the development of
opportunities for Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries (VRFBs) in the energy storage market.
In association with the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) studies are underway to
identify the market for VRFBs in South Africa and to investigate possible sites where it would
be possible to demonstrate the technology and its commercial application.
The company is also seeking to demonstrate the market beyond S Africa via a recently signed
MoU with the US based manufacturer of VRFBs, UniEnergy Technologies.
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Uis Tin (Namibia) 49%
The key to the Uis tin project is in its higher-grade tin zones. The project also carries some
unusually high lithium grades as seen in grab samples and on the old Uis tin tailings dumps
which are currently in the hands of Tawana.
Tawana, which is transforming its self into a lithium producer paid $3m to acquire the rights to
the Uis tin and lithium tailings last September.
They report 21mt of tailings with augur drill results showing 0.43-0.95%.
They comment that “the most common lithium minerals reported from the unzoned albite rich
Uis pegmatites are:
Amblygonite (Li,Na)AlPO4(F,OH), contains 7.3-10.0% Li2O;
Petalite LiAlSi4O10, contains 3.4-4.9% Li2O; and
Spodumene LiAl (SiO3)2, contains 8% Li2O.”
Bushveld have also recently agreed to buy a 41.65% stake in the Uis Tin project in the Erongo
region of Namibia. To be more precise Bushveld is using its Greenhills Resources platform to
buy a 49% stake in Dawnmin Africa Investments which holds an 85% interest in the Uis project.
Much of the rest of the stake is held by Erongo Tin Ltd which holds 50.5% of Dawnmin.
Bushveld’s Greenhills subsidiary has now completed due diligence and are due to issue
£650,000 worth of shares as agreed back then with Greenhills Resources. The agreement
offered 41m new shares to Greenhills who are locked up for 6 months.
Erongo Tin Ltd are to spend A$2m towards a scoping study and on processing equipment on
the Uis tin project. See yesterday’s press release for further details on the complexity of the
agreements.
Uis tin open pit mine, Namibia

Source: Company

Bushveld’s due diligence also confirms a large pegmatite orebody grading an average of 0.3%
tin containing some 20,000t of tin. Historic work also shows 70mt grading 0.14% tin for 90,000t
of contained tin. This adds to potential resources at the other two licenses contained in the
Dawnmin package gives potential for over 90,000t of contained tin.
Elevated tin grades in parts of the orebody should enable Bushveld to start smaller scale mining
relatively quickly.
12
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Lithium in the pegmatites could also be transformational for the future economics of the
project.
Bushveld issued some 41m new shares to Dawnmin worth around £650,000 to fund the
acquisition of the 49% stake in Dawnmin Africa Investments. The tin assets will reside in
Bushveld’s Greenhills Resources platform as part of the move to create a separate portfolio of
pan-African tin assets.
The tin, lithium assets should develop more certain value as new work is done to reveal their
worth.

Mokopane tin project
Located in the Limpopo Province, South Africa the Mokopane tin project is situated in the
northern limb of the Bushveld Complex.
The project contains some 18,447t of tin grading 0.12% tin within two adjacent deposits.
These open-cast disseminated tin resources have been previously explored and drilled at
Groenfontein and Zaaiplaats with scoping study results showing potential to produce highpurity metal.
On 2014 numbers a simple US$16.7m capex mine could produce some 691,000tpa for
~700tpa of tin. The mine would produce 1,380tpa of concentrate grading 51.4%.
This produces a pre-tax NPV of US$18.0m and post-tax NPV of US$10.0m
Pre-tax IRR of 49.8% and post-tax IRR of 34.6%.
The project is reported to be compliant with the BEE legislation and should therefore qualify
for new order mining rights. More than 26% of the shares of Renetype (Pty) Ltd, the holding
company, are held by BEE shareholders.
Bushveld also acquired a 50% interest in the Marble Hill tin project for ZAR2m plus a
commitment to spend ZAR4.3m to take the project to Pre-Feasibility study. The project has
a potential resource of 3.6mt of around 0.5% with around 18,000t contained tin.
Location of tin projects in South Africa

Source: Company
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P-Q Iron & Titanium Project
Bushveld own an iron ore project 45km north-west of the town of Mokopane in the
Bushveld region of South Africa.
The project has been drilled and shows a 939mt of JORC compliant vanadiferous titanomagnetite deposit (the P-Q VTM deposit) contained in a layered ore body of average 45 m
thickness, along a strike of ~8 km and dipping at 18-22° to the west.
The resource grades of 33% Fe, 11% TiO2 and 0.19% V2O5 and can be processed by simple
magnetic separation to create a concentrate of 55% Fe, 19.5% TiO2, 0.33% V2O5, with >85%
recoveries.
Some higher grade zones of up to 20m thickness average 40% Fe, 15% TiO2 which can be
upgraded to 50% Fe, 18.5% TiO2 through a dense media separation.
There is also a distinct 442mt JORC-compliant resource of apatite phosphate material
overlying the P-Q iron ore layer. This grading 3.6% P2O5 and is upgradeable to a 37%
concentrate with 53% of the material recovered. The apatite phosphate needs to be mined
to get to the iron ore and can be simply upgraded adding to the potential value of this
project as well as diversifying its revenue stream.
The project can simply be valued in reference to Ironveld which appears to be close to
completing the financing of its High Purity Iron ‘HPI’ project in the Bushveld region of South
Africa. Ironveld’s HPI project plans to produce some 42,000tpa of iron, 415tpa o of
vanadium in slag and 8,269t of titanium again in slag. The project has a capital cost of
~$63m and in a 2016 presentation was reported to give sales of ~US$59m and PBT of
~US$20m. These numbers will have changed with pricing and the South African rand.
Comparing the two projects’ Ironveld’s resources appear to have better iron and titanium
grades at 47.5% and 14.5% respectively and 1.1% V2O. This makes the Ironveld project
more likely to go ahead and with greater value but with Ironveld in production there is more
likely to be a market for these types of projects in the region.
Ironveld previously published a DFS in 2013 with an IRR of 28% and a post-tax NPV of
ZAR10,694m (US$818m) in June 2013. The study used a smaller than currently envisaged
furnace at 12MW and was based on pig iron prices of $450/t (we believe pig iron prices are
currently around $390/t and 35/kg (now $25.5/kg) for FeV to give annual sales of
ZAR6,500mpa ($497m) at full production.
Ironveld have a market capitalization of £12.6m in the market which perhaps better reflects
the perceived value of the project in the current price environment but which also includes
a risk weighting on the need to complete the financing with potential for further equity to
be raised.
Strike and cross sections through the P-Q zones

Source: Company
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Lemur Holdings
Madagascar power project
Bushveld’s subsidiary Lemur Holdings is working towards the development of an Integrated
Power Project in Madagascar.
Lemur recently signed an MoU with Sinohydro Corporation (PowerChina) to work on an
initial 60MW Independent Power Producer ‘IPP’ coal power plant and associated 200km
transmission line.
The coal for the power station should come from Lemur’s coal mining permit area in
Madagascar.
Sinohydro is paying for a BFS on the project within the next 12 months and should have EPC
and M&M contracts for the IPP plant and transmission lines within 18 months.
Lemur (Bushveld) and Sinohydro are to work together to secure debt and equity funding for
the project.
A new joint venture company may be set up to take equity from PowerChina.
Lemur will continue to develop its coal mine plan for the supply of coal to the IPP project.
The IPP project should be transformational for the southern part of Madagascar as there is
no power grid currently in this part of the island. The project should support existing mining
and industrial works at this end of the island.
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The vanadium ‘Salt Roast’ process, for those of a technical nature
Sodium reacts with vanadium at 1100c in the solid state. The reacted vanadium becomes water
soluble enabling the washing out of sodium vanadate V2O3.
The process plant is able to produce Nitrovan through feeding magnetite into a kiln with a
current run rate of around 58,000kg/h. Soda ash is added along with slag or captive
concentrates.
The kiln runs for around 18 hours a day with a total feed rate of around 62,000tpd to produce
some 8tpd of vanadium from the leach and precipitation circuits.
Typical salt roast processing flowsheet for vanadium bearing ores

Source: Company

Vametco’s processing circuit, like most mineral processing circuits, is relatively simple
consisting of a number of discrete stages and processes.
The great value here is in the fact that the process has been working for many years, in the
team which makes it work and the modifications which have been made to make the process
more efficient and controllable.
Control room at Vametco processing facilities

Source: Company
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It is difficult for us to see all the tweaks and modifications which are now part of the plant’s
daily routine but we can see the processes at work in the control room with camera monitoring
all the critical parts of the process and giving a real-time view of how well the plant is working.
It means the plant can run more efficiently on fewer personnel.
The process
Vametco is one of the leading global vanadium oxide producers sourcing Titaniferous
magnetite ore from its own mine.
Vametco processing facilities

Source: CompanyError! Hyperlink reference not valid.

Concentration : a three–stage crushing, milling circuit followed by a three-stage low intensity
magnetic separation circuit to produce a concentrate product.
Salt Roasting: roasts concentrate with sodium carbonate and sodium sulphate in a rotary kiln
at up to 1,150 ˚C to form water soluble vanadates. Solids exiting the rotary kiln are discharged
directly into a rotary cooler that cools the solids to 350 ˚C;
Leach Milling & Purification: Regrinding of cooled agglomerated calcine for improved leaching
and also acts as the 1st stage of leaching. Slurry from the mill is pumped to thickeners for
desilication and concentration of the vanadium-bearing leach liquor. Thickened tailings are
conveyed to tailings disposal
AMV precipitation: Precipitation of vanadium in the form of ammonium metavanadate (AMV)
through addition de-ammoniation and fusion with the AMV filter cake dried in a diesel-fired
flash dryer and calcined in a diesel-fired AMV calciner to produce V2O5. The calcined V2O5
powder is charged into a fusion furnace to form molten V2O5
Flaking: The molten V2O5 is continuously tapped and flows onto water-cooled flaking wheels
forming a thin layer of V2O5, which solidifies and is then scraped off as the final product of
V2O5 flakes.
Water: The process is managed as a zero discharge facility
Nitrovan: Vametco is unique in that it produces Nitrovan®, a brand of nitride vanadium and a
proprietary product which contains nitrogen and is produced after reaction with carbon and
after roasting. This is preferred by steel furnaces. Nitrovan is bagged and sold so that steel
furnaces can simply decide how many bags to throw into a furnace.
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This unique alloy strengthens steel more efficiently than ferrovanadium, allowing steelmakers
to use less vanadium in high-strength steels and reducing vanadium costs by as much as 40%.
Over the past 25 years, cost-conscious steelmakers around the world saved millions of dollars
by using Nitrovan® vanadium. If more steel producers used Nitrovan then there would be less
vanadium in secondary material to compete with primary supply going forward and therefore
greater demand for primary material and Nitrovan.
Other products: The plant sometimes also sells V2O5 oxide and MVO for the creation of FeV
(ferro vanadium)
Last year the Vametco plant sold around 2,850t with the target of reaching 2,900t this year and
could potentially ramp this up further to 3,300t and then onto 4,500t thereafter.
Vametco mine processed material

Source: Company

Final Vametco product - Nitrovan

Source: Company

Power: primary vanadium production has low electricity use. There are also no problems with
power cuts.
Sustaining capital: low sustaining capital of just R5m pa with just R20m spent over the past five
years due to robust and well-built plant and process.
Other costs: R100m (US$7.6m) of environmental capital to spend to increase tailings capacity
through the raising of the existing tailings dam and also treatment of off-gasses.
This is made up of R50m (US$3.8m) in 2018 and R50m (US$3.8m) in 2019. The plan is for these
costs to be covered out of operating cash flow.
Kiln: management are keen to raise kiln capacity to 60tph from the current 35tph and maybe
beyond to 90tph.
Replacement value of the plant is estimated at around $200m despite a book value of just
R100m ($7.5m)
Higher price products: Vametco can produce higher value V2O5 electrolyte material where
prices are around 2x the normal quoted V2O5 price.
Efficiency gains: most electrolyte is produced from ready processed V2O5 powder but
Vametco can short cut the process using pre-kiln treated concentrate and then silica removal
to reduce electrolyte production costs.
Employment: the Vametco plant and mine has some 383 permanent employees which rises to
473 when including contractors.
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Vanadium Market Review
Rising Demand v Restricted Supply – A Perfect Storm
Price Outlook
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The vanadium industry is a strange thing. With three quarters of supply coming from recycled
secondary material, primary ore production represents just a quarter of all new supply. That is
just not normal for commodity markets.
Just over half the supply comes from steelmaking slag with another 10% from oil and coal
residues and a further 11% from used catalysts and a little bit more produced as a by-product
of uranium processing.
China produces more than half (55%) of world supply but increasingly relies on South Africa
which is more of a primary ore producer and without primary ore production available
vanadium will become increasingly scarce. South Africa produces >50% of world primary
vanadium supply due to its reserves of vanadium in magnetite deposits but even these primary
producers sometimes also produce ferro-vanadium from vanadium rich slag material.
Chinese steel plants were generating vanadium slag from low quality local iron ore but new
environmental regulations and changing economics mean they are now buying more highergrade Australian and Brazilian ores which contain little if any vanadium. This means the supply
of vanadium rich slag material is drying up – a good thing for the primary producers like
Vametco. This combined with the closure of Highveld Steel & Vanadium from the market in
May 2015 which has cut as much as 11% of global vanadium feedstock supply from the market.
Highveld used to produce 20-24% of its v2O5 from slag material and was hit by rising vanadium
slag prices.
Vanadium from of higher-cost magnetite concentrates and from closing Chinese coal mines has
been lost to the market as is also seen with titanium where we expect shortages from a lack of
titano-magnetite production. Cuts in Chinese steel production have cut supply of vanadium
slag.while Chinese stone coal producers cut out most of their V2O5 production around
$2,850/t. Higher market prices for vanadium oxide ores has rendered the production of
ferrovanadium by third party producers as uneconomic.
Additionally, Russian stockpile material supply is thought to have finished.
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Vanadium stockpiles’ changes (t V contained)

Source: TTP Square

Last year marked a sixth consecutive year of destocking, according to the TTP Squared metals
consultancy firm; although, the visibility of available inventories in the vanadium market is
limited.
Vanadium Oxide ore prices have risen to $5-5.5/lb (V2O5) recently from $3/lb in the spot
market and could easily rise to the long-term 10-year average of $7.18/lb. Roskill estimated a
recovery in FeV prices to about $21-24/kgV in 2017 which now looks like an accurate prediction
with FeV prices at $25.25/kg so we reckon there is a good chance that Roskill will be right again
with their prediction for further price recovery.
Vanadium market balance forecasts

Roskill 2014 market deficit forecasts based on $1821/kg FeV prices. Given current price of $25/kg may
see a revision to supply growth estimates.

Source: Largo Resources
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Ferrovanadium (FeV) and vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) are two most commercially-traded
vanadium containing products. There are no benchmark exchange-based prices for vanadium
as buy/sell contracts are negotiated directly between suppliers/consumers/traders. Indicative
prices are published by a number of metals and mining journals including Metal Bulletin and
Metal Pages.
The specialty nature of the commodity is highlighted by the relatively small size of the
marketplace when compared to other metals (see table below).
Demand is considered to be relatively flat but Vametco considers that there is an approximate
3,000tpa shortage due to lower supply in the market following the sale of Russia’s strategic
reserves.
Vanadium market size compared to other commodities
Commodity
Market size
Vanadium
kt V
76
Iron ore (seaborne)
mt
1,360
Copper (mined)
mt
20
Gold (mined)
moz
104
Tin (mined)
kt V
280

Price ($;/t)
25,000
90
5,800
1,200
20,000

Size, $bn
2
122
116
125
6

Respective market sizes used from industry and market intelligence sources

The three major ferrovanadium grades include 40% V, 60% V and 80% V. V2O5 may be
converted into FeV, which trades at a c. $4,000/t V premium to V2O5, using aluminothermic
process or may be used directly in chemical applications. High purity battery grade V2O5
(99.9%) typically attracts further premium to steel grade V2O5 and FeV.
While prices have gone through a relatively quiet period in 2012-2014 period, FeV volatility has
recently picked following a turnaround in 2016 as commodities sector picked up and steel
industry gained driven by Chinese stimulus measures. This high volatility in vanadium products
prices makes it more difficult to forecast metal’s prices.

Source: Bloomberg
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In the past, two distinct peaks in prices in 2005 and 2008 stand out particularly. Prices surged
in 2005 when FeV briefly climbing above US$120,000/t which was attributed to a fall in
inventory levels the year before as China accelerated use of grade 3 reinforcing bars (0.03% V)
at the expense of grade 2 rebar (0% V) and increased imports of the metal to meet demand. In
2008, prices climbed on strong demand in steel and aerospace industries leading up to the
financial crisis and weak production on power supply interruptions in South Africa and bad
weather in China. Prices then nose-dived due to the financial crisis and a reduction in the
demand from steel mills.
Vanadium is not an irreplaceable element in industrial applications with a number of elements
available to substitute the metal as a steel alloying agent and in chemical uses, according to the
USGS. In steels, a combination of niobium, titanium, manganese, molybdenum and tungsten
are to some degree interchangeable with vanadium as alloying elements. In catalysts, platinum
and nickel can replace vanadium compounds. Aerospace sector remains an exception as no
acceptable substitution for vanadium in titanium alloys currently exists.
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A brief episode of vanadium replacement in steel alloys with cheaper niobium was reported in
2005/06 amid a sharp surge in FeV prices.

FeNb and FeV prices, US$/kg metal contained

Source: Roskill

A list of major vanadium containing products found in the marketplace and their respective
uses may be found in the table below.
Sector
Steel
FeV
V2O3
V metal
Titanium
V-Al-Ti alloys
Chemical
Pentoxide (V2O5)
Tetrachloride (VCl4)
Oxytrichlorite
Vanadyl Oxalate and Sulphate
Sodium Ammonium Vanadate
Ammonium Metavandate
Sodium Metavandate
Potassium Metavanadate
Vanadium & Titanium Mixes

Uses
Stregthener and hardener for steels
Tool steels
Specialty steels and production of computer hard drives
Improve properties of Ti-alloys used in jet engines and airframes
Production of sulfuric acid and as chemical catalyst
Chemical/environmental catalysts, colouring compounds, batteries, dye fixants and vitamins
Catalyst in rubber production
Removal of sulfur and nitrogen during oil refining
Oil and gas processing
High purity vanadium used in chemical and environmental catalysts, gas processing, colouring compounds, dye
fixants
Soluble in water used in inks, fur dyeing and photography
Catalyst in the production of chemical and petrochemical products
Catalysts in polyethylene production

Source: Vanitec
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World vanadium production is estimated to have come in at 76kt V in 2016, down on 78kt in
2015 on the back of a weaker output at the third world’s biggest supplier, South Africa. China
accounts for 55% of annual output with a major share of supply coming from the steel slag.
Vanadium production breakdown by region

Vanadium production time series
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There are three main sources of vanadium supply: vanadium bearing slag from steel mills
(~67%), primary operations mining and processing directly for vanadium (~13%) and secondary
sources (~19%).
Major vanadium containing minerals are titaniferous magnetite ores supplying feedstock both
to primary vanadium operations and steelmills where a vanadium rich (~10% V) slag is
produced as a by-product. Major vanadium bearing titaniferous magnetite deposits are found
in Bushveld complex in South Africa, the Kachkanar Massif of the Ural Mountains in Russia, and
the Sichuan province in China. Subject to characteristics of a particular deposit, titaniferous
magnetite ores supply a combination of vanadium, iron ore and ilmenite. Until recently, coproduct vanadium has also been produced from carnotite ores in the sandstones of Colorado
Plateau, US, as part of uranium production. Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Gabon and South Africa
have uraniferous sandstone deposits. Small amounts of vanadium are sourced from phosphate
rock and aluminium containing bauxite ores.
Secondary sources of vanadium production from oil residues, spent catalysts and power plants
fly ash account for the remainder 19% of the aggregate supply. Crude oil in the Carribean basin,
parts of the Middle East and Russia, tar sand in western Canada and coal in parts of China and
the US contain vanadium which is recovered as part of the refining and burning of the fuels.
Vanadium production split by origin

Source: CPM Group Vanadium
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Secondary producers are marginal suppliers of vanadium occupying the marginal section of the
industry cash cost curve. They are highly exposed to fluctuations in the market price and
availability of raw materials such as boiler ashes and slags and spent catalysts and residues.
Operating costs per lb V2O5

Vanadium global reserves breakdown
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Source: Largo Resources (2016)

Source: USGS

The vanadium resource base is geographically concentrated with the world’s vanadium
reserves are split between China (47%), Russia (26%) and South Africa (18%) and at 19.0mt V,
equivalent to almost 250 years’ worth of annual demand, according to the USGS. Resources are
estimated at north of 63mt V.
Major processing routes are highlighted below:
Salt roast processing of the titaniferous magnetite ores at primary vanadium
operations (e.g. Rhovan, Maracas)

Source: Bushveld Minerals

Production of vanadium slag as a by-product of steelmaking (e.g. EVRAZ
Highveld)

Source: Bushveld Minerals

Established vanadium producers are:
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Pangang Group is the largest vanadium producer in China with operations located in
Pazhihua, China, known as “Vanadium City” that produces vanadium slag together
with iron ore ad ilmenite concentrates. The company has commissioned a new mill in
2012 with a capacity of 4.5mt of steel and 12,000t V per annum on top of the existing
5.4mt crude steel and 12,000t V operation.
EVRAZ, a steel producing and a mining group, used to produce around 20,000t V
contained in slag per annum with a ratio of 2-to-1 between its Russian and South
African (Highveld Steel and Vanadium Ltd) operations. After going through the
administration process in 2015/16, the latter unit is seen recovering its production
rate towards capacity.
The Rhovan primary vanadium mine owned and operated by Glencore in the Bushveld
complex in South Africa produces ~8,000t V (10,000t V2O5 and 2,700t FeV).
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Vanadium consumption virtually mirrors steel demand, though the use of vanadium is sensitive
to the types and grades of steel being used.
World 12m moving average vanadium demand v steel production through Sep/16

Source: Evraz Stratcor

Steel alloys account for 91% of the vanadium world’s consumption with high strength low alloy
(HSLA) steels being the major market within the segment and accounting for c.40% of global
steel production. HSLA steel contains <=8% of alloying elements like Cr, Ni, Mo, Co, Nb, Ti, N
and Zr and offer superior mechanical properties compared to plain carbon steels. Noteworthy
examples of the vanadium steel use in construction include Wembley Stadium in London and
Petronas Towers in Kuala Lumpur.
Vanadium uses

Vanadium uses in steel alloys
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Other
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Source: Syrah Resources

Source: Largo Resources

Vanadium steel allows to considerably reduce weight while increasing tensile strength. In fact,
adding 1kg of vanadium to 1t of steel doubles strength of the alloy. Henry Ford used the metal
in production of chassis for the famous Ford Model T back in 1908. Vanadium containing steels
were also used in portable artillery pieces and body armour during the WW I as the metal made
the alloy more heat resistant compared to basic carbon steels. Today, vanadium is extensively
used in construction rebars and steel built bridges, tunnels, automotive parts, oil pipelines,
railway lines etc. Nearly all tool steels contain 0.1-5.0% V to improve hardness and cutting
ability at high temperatures. High carbon steels’ vanadium content ranges between 0.15-0.25%
V.
Geographically, demand is dominated by Asian markets (58% of aggregate consumption) with
China being major producer and consumer of the metal (45% of the world total). Outside China,
the market is evenly shared between the EU, the US and Asian nations (ex China) controlling c.
13-14% each.
Although this may change given a bullish outlook for US steel production driven by speculation
over Trump infrastructure spending and a promise to ‘rebuild America’. In China and India
increasing vanadium steel intensities are expected to keep growing as governments are eager
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to improve infrastructure quality and avoid historic high profile construction collapses. China
currently uses around 0.049 kgV/t of steel versus India at around 0.035 kgV/t and North
America and Europe at 0.094 kgV/t and 0.075 kgV/t. Should China and India raise usage levels
towards Western standards this would imply a very significant rise in demand which existing
producers would struggle to meet.
In fact, it is growth in vanadium steel intensities that has been driving vanadium demand in the
past with crude steel production up 3.6% CAGR (2006-14) and vanadium loadings in steel
growing 8.0% during the same period. With relatively subdued steel demand forecasts of 1%
CAGR through 2025, stronger vanadium intensities are expected to drive demand higher
moving forwards.
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Oceania
Source: Vanitec (2013)
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The metal is used in titanium-aluminium-vanadium alloys for production of jet engines and for
high-speed aircrafts.
In oil and gas sector vanadium containing steel is valued for its strength able to withstand higher
pressures in the pipe significantly reducing cost of transportation. Also, low temperature
toughness of the alloy provides resistance to brittleness in cold climates seen in Alaska and
Alberta. Fast weldability of the alloy allows to minimize susceptibility to hydrogen cracking.
Non-alloy vanadium applications account for c. 5% of the world demand including uses in
chemical industry and batteries. Vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) is used in production of batteries,
sulfuric acid and ceramics. A different vanadium oxide, vanadium dioxide (VO2) is used in
manufacturing of IR protecting glass coatings.
Vanadium use in batteries is currently in its early stage of development (~1% of the aggregate
total) but research in the area is ongoing and given an increase in the use of renewable sources
of energy including solar, wind and hydropower a need and value for battery storage will only
grow. One of the most prospective batteries’ applications of the metal is being the so-called
vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs/VRBs) which were first developed and patented in mid1980s.
VRBs are long lasting systems (>10,000 cycles), relatively efficient (80-85%, measured as Useful
power output/Total power input), with fast response times of <70ms due to their liquid nature
(required by grid and computer applications), low self-discharge (meaning the battery can sit
idle for a long time without losses in storage capacity) and allow tailoring power/energy
capacities to application needs. Due to its low energy density (up to 5x times less than in Li-ion)
VRBs are not suitable for mobile applications, but are useful in load levelling at power stations,
peak shaving for industrial users and storage for renewable sources of energy.
Another major benefit which we have not seen mentioned anywhere is the relatively small
number of electrical connections. Lithium battery plants work on banks of individual lithiumion cells with thousands of connections and points of potential failure as is also seen with banks
of solar cells. Vanadium Redox Batteries have just two simple electrodes and some ancillary
plant such as a pump. This is very simple and should be very reliable.
While the technology has been around for a couple of decades now growth in the VBRs’ use
has been slow, primarily, due to high cost of the system. Although, it can be argued that VRBs
capital costs involve significantly longer useful lives of the battery compared to more efficient
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Li-ion and lead acid batteries which, by contrast, require frequent replacement (typically, every
3-5 years), Li-ion systems have been found to beat vanadium flow batteries on levelised cost of
storage basis, on 2016 Lux Research numbers. The report showed that Li-ion come in more
economic at small to medium sized (up to 100MW capacity) applications with storage window
from a quarter of an hour to eight hours.
There is potentially a market for flow batteries in very large and long-duration applications (Lux
Research), although, capital costs will need to come down further (see table comparing
different ESS capital costs estimates below). It is hard to see VRBs competing with large scale
pumped-storage storage (PHES) systems where 50MW capacity operation is considered small
scale but the drive towards expansion in solar and wind generated power as well as increased
demand from commercial and industrial consumers for uninterrupted power supply and peak
shaving uses should ultimately result in increased uptake of the technology by the market.
ESS cost estimates
Energy storage equipment cost ($/kWh)
Power conversion equipment cost ($/kW)
Power control system cost ($/kW)
Balance of pyament ($/kW)
Installation ($/kWh)

VRB
600

Li-Ion
NCM
387.5

Li-Ion
LiFePO4
437.5

Li-Ion
LTO
675

NaS
900

ZnBr
625

Zinc-air
300

625
120

425
100

425
100

425
100

625
100

625
120

425
120

112.5
170

90
150

90
150

90
150

112.5
170

112.5
170

90
150

Li-Ion
LiFePO4
8.8
4.3
1.0
0.9
3.0
17.9

Li-Ion
LTO
13.5
4.3
1.0
0.9
3.0
22.7

NaS
18.0
6.3
1.0
1.1
3.4
29.8

ZnBr
12.5
6.3
1.2
1.1
3.4
24.5

Zinc-air
6.0
4.3
1.2
0.9
3.0
15.4

Source: DVN GL (a global advisory in the field of energy storage products); Mid-2016 US dollars

Capex estimates for an assumed
10MW/20MWh ESS
Energy storage equipment cost ($/kWh)
Power conversion equipment cost ($/kW)
Power control system cost ($/kW)
Balance of pyament ($/kW)
Installation ($/kWh)
Total ($m)

Li-Ion
NCM
7.8
4.3
1.0
0.9
3.0
16.9

VRB
12.0
6.3
1.2
1.1
3.4
24.0

Source: DVN GL (a global advisory in the field of energy storage products); Mid-2016 US dollars

ESS capital costs for an assumed 10MW/20MWh system in 2016 US$ ($m)

Capital cost, US$m for
10MW/20MWh ESS

35.0

29.8

30.0
25.0

Projected ESS equipment costs in US$/kWh

24.0

20.0

22.7
16.9

17.9

24.5
15.4

15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0

Source: DNV GL (2016)

Source: DNV GL (2016)

A series of vanadium flow batteries are now in operation in the US, Japan, China, India,
Germany, Italy, Hawaii and the UK which should give users sufficient data against which to plan
the next generation of batteries.
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Appendix: A Summary on Vanadium Redox Batteries
Vanadium use in non-steel applications and in energy storage systems (ESS) is a fast developing
market which is set to expand significantly with demand for large, reliable and efficient
batteries with good response properties. Target markets for vanadium redox batteries (VRB)
include off grid power supply for industrial consumers, grid connected power stabilization
systems and energy storage for intermittent renewable energy generation units.
The technology of the battery has been originally developed by Prof M Skyllas-Kazacos at the
University of new South Wales and patented in 1986.
Vanadium oxidation states may be distinguished by multiple colours. Each
color relates to a separate vanadium ion contained within the sulfuric acid in
a VRB

Redox reaction inside a VRB

Source: MESSIB

Source: MESSIB

The battery operates by converting chemical into electrical energy during discharging mode
and back in the charging process using the vanadium ability to exist in 4 different oxidation
states. Each oxidation state relates to a different charge of the vanadium ion (V2+, V3+, V4+
and V5+) with 4 of those participating in the reduction/oxidation (“redox”, hence, the name
VRB – Vanadium Redox Battery) process. During the discharge, two reactions run
simultaneously in two half-cells: oxidation in the anode (conversion of V2+ to V3+ by the release
of electrons which by travelling through a conductor create an electric current) and reduction
in the cathode (conversion of V5+ to V4+ by accepting additional electron). Effectively,
vanadium is used on both the cathode and the anode, eliminating any risks due to
contamination and crossover of elements in the battery. The process is continuous with
electrolytes allowing the reaction to occur being pumped through the battery from external
tanks until the reservoir of charged electrolyte runs down. The reaction is reversed once the
battery is being charged.
VRBs possess a number of advantages when compared to other types of batteries (see table
below) such as lithium and lead acid based systems including a longer life cycle, short
recharging time, low self-discharge and ability to expand power and energy capacity in a
modular approach (the size of reservoirs storing electrolyte defines the energetic capacity
(kWh) while the number of cells (2 electrodes, 2 reservoirs and a conductor) dictate the power
(kW) if the system).
Comparison of VRB and Li-ion systems
Relative advantages:
Number of cycles

Vanadium Redox Batteries

Li-ion

>10,000 (10-20 years)

Low self discharge
Expandable (in terms of energ and power capacity)
Generates low levels of heat
Charges and discharges simultaneously
Suitable for connection to power grid

+
+
+
+
+

500-1,000 (Li-ion)
300-500 (Li-ion polymer)
-

Response to changing loads
Relative drawbacks:

+

-

Dimensions

Large footprint

Small footprint

Energy density (Wh/kg)

25-35

110-160 (Li-ion)

Operating temperatures

+10/+40 C

-20/+60 C

1MW system cost, $/kW

6,000-7,000

3,000

100-130 (Li-ion polymer)
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Cost per US$ per kWh per cycle
Charge time

0.08

0.05

5h

2-4h

Source: SP Angel, UNSW, BatteryUniversity, PNNL

As the reaction in the VRB occurs between two electrolytes rather than between and electrode
and electrolyte there is no wear of electroactive parts as the battery continuously
charge/recharged. The electrolyte never wears out with the battery able to last >10,000 cycles
compared to 500-1000 for Li-ion and 200-300 for Lead Acid. Maintenance is not expensive as
mainly includes replacement of pulps and the membrane.
Given that the amount of energy stored by VRBs is directly linked to the size of tanks containing
liquid electrolytes, the use of VRBs in the mobile applications is limited. On the other hand, the
flexibility in adding/cutting energy and power capacities by installing more/less VRB units
allows to scale the system within kW and MW ranges in mid- to large-scale applications such
as grid support and power storage for renewables.
An example of modularity of VBR systems using Gildemeister’s CellCube product
200kW, 400kWh → 200kW, 800kWh
2x energy capacity by 2x tank size

200kW, 400kWh → 400kW, 800kWh
2x power and energy capacities by 2x tank and stack size

Power element:
Battery stacks

Energy element:
Positive and negative electrolyte

Source: Gildemeister

Commercialization of VRBs have been limited to date, given batteries’ high upfront cost. One
of the largest VRBs installed to date is the 15MW 60MWh ESS commissioned by Sumitomo in
on the northern island of Hokkaido, Japan, in 2016. Although, the major project remains the
200MW/800MWh ESS to be built in Dalian, China, under the partnership agreement between
local Rongke Power and US-based UET. The technology was selected due to “its advantages
including reliability, full recyclability of the electrolyte, and more than 20 year life-time…(which)
had been proved in multiple Megawatt-class ESS already built by Rongke Power to support wind
farms in Liaoning province (Dalian),” the UET press release said. This would considerably
increase currently installed VRB capacities in which are estimated at 66MW/226MWh, as per
the DNV GL’s 2016 data on utility scale battery energy storage technologies (see table below).
Parameters
Power - kW
Energy - kWh
Largest project size (kW)
Largest project size (kWh)
Current total power capacity installed (MW)
Current total energy capacity installed (MWh)

VRB
4,000
14,000
15,000
60,000
66
226

Li-Ion
NCM
6,500
15,000
30,000
60,000
77
30

Li-Ion
LiFePO4
5,000
3,100
31,500
12,000
142
220

Li-Ion
LTO
2,000
1,300
40,000
40,000
31
19

NaS
6,000
40,000
50,000
300,000
186
1,254

ZnBr
1,000
2,000
1,000
2,000
5
25

Zinc-air
3,500
13,000
250
1,000
0.25
1

Source: DVN GL (a global advisory in the field of energy storage products)
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Producers and developers have been heavily involved in VRBs research looking at ways to
improve operational characteristics of the battery and bring capital costs down. So, the 2012
DoE research showed mixing sulfuric and hydrochloric acids in the electrolyte increases the
energy capacity of the battery by some 70% which in turn reduces $/kWh VRB cost. One of the
companies licensed to use the technology is above mentioned UET which is reported to have
deployed, ordered or awarded around 20MW/80MWh of energy in ESS to date.
Efficient ESS will be playing increasingly important role in grid management and power demand
optimization amid expanding renewable energy market and rising power costs. We believe
VRBs have significant potential in the ESS space and is set to cement a fast growing niche in the
batteries’ market.
Major VRB uses and applications include:
Large scale (MW) grid-connected storage
- smart-grid applications
- integrating wind and solar to complement existing baseload generation
- load levellingand peak shaving
- stabilisingvoltage and frequency
- improve power quality
- deferring upgrade investments for large genrators
- uniterruptible power supply for industrial/commercial applications
Small (kW) to large scale (MW) distributed storage
- combined with solar or wind generation for remote communities (Remote Area Power Systems/RAPS)
- replacement of diesel generation for inaccessible installations
- uninterruptible power supply for communication
Source: UNSW
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DISCLAIMER: Non-independent Research
This note is a marketing communication and comprises non-independent research. This means it has not been
prepared in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment
research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of its dissemination.
This note has been issued by SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP (‘SPA’) in order to promote its investment services.
Neither the information nor the opinions expressed herein constitutes, or is to be construed as, an offer or
invitation or other solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell investments. The information contained herein is
based on sources which we believe to be reliable, but we do not represent that it is wholly accurate or complete.
SPA is not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained from the use of such information.
Where the subject of the research is a client company of SPA we will usually have shown a draft of the research
(or parts of it) to the company prior to publication in order to check factual accuracy, soundness of assumptions
etc.
No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information, representations, estimates or opinions
contained in this note, and no liability is accepted for any such information, representation, estimate or opinion.
All opinions and estimates included in this report are subject to change without notice. This note is confidential
and is being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on,
directly or indirectly, to any other person or published in whole or in part, for any purpose.
In some cases, this research may have been sent to you by a party other than SPA, and if so, the contents may have
been altered from the original, or comments may have been added, which may not be the opinions of SPA. In these
cases SPA is not responsible for this amended research.
The investments discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should make their own
investment decisions based upon their own financial objectives and financial resources and it should be noted that
investment involves risk. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and an investor may
not get back the amount originally invested. Where investment is made in currencies other than the currency of
the investments, movements in exchange rates will have an effect on the value, either favourable or unfavourable.
This note is intended only for distribution to Professional Clients and Eligible Counterparties as defined under the
rules of the Financial Conduct Authority and is not directed at Retail Clients.
Distribution of this note does not imply distribution of future notes covering the same issuers, companies or subject
matter.
SPA has put in place a number of measures to avoid or manage conflicts of interest with regard to the preparation
and distribution of research. These include (i) physical, virtual and procedural information barriers (ii) a prohibition
on personal account dealing by analysts and (iii) measures to ensure that recipients and persons wishing to access
the research receive/are able to access the research at the same time.
You are advised that SPA and/or its partners and employees may have already acted upon the recommendations
contained herein or made use of all information on which they are based. SPA is or may be providing, or has or
may have provided within the previous 12 months, significant advice or investment services in relation to some of
the investments concerned or related investments.
SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP is a company registered in England and Wales with company number OC317049
and its registered office is SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP, 35 – 39 Maddox Street, London W1S 5PP United
Kingdom. SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority whose
address is 25 The North Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London E14 5HS and is a Member of the London Stock Exchange
plc.
SP Angel Corporate Finance LLP definition of research ratings:
Expected performance over 12 months
Buy - Expected return of greater than +15%
Hold - Expected return from -15% to +15%
Sell - Expected return of less than -15%
**
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